
B A S I C  D R E S S M A K I N G
WORKSHOP WITH LINDSEY RAE

WEEKLY BREAKDOWN:

Measuring Tape (Self Measuring Tape)
Something to mark with. (Chalk wheel, Styla Sewline Pen,
etc.)
French Curve ( I recommend the long French Curve with
the hip curve included and my Fashion Multi Tool)
Seam Gauge
Scissors
Flower Head Pins
Seam Ripper
Coordinating Thread
New needles ( Microtex 80 or Universal 80)

Choose a fabric that is appropriate for the garment you are making for best results.
 Also keep in mind your skill level. The class is built around fitting, so you don’t want to waist time with
aligning prints, stressing about directional prints, or fussing with challenging fabrics. 
I suggest choosing structured medium woven fabric like: Quilting Cotton, Voile, Lawn, Linen, or Linen blends.
Stay away from rayon, polyester, knit or anything that is challenging to work with. 
Please, no op-shop fabrics or fabrics you don't know the fibre content. 

FABRIC: 

Cheap plain fabric (no print) to make your mock up. Could
be homespun, Calico, or other similar medium weight
fabric. 3 meters (Enough to make any garment)
2 Meters of tracing interfacing (Pattern Ease, Vilene)
Pen/Pencil
Notebook to take notes
Sewing Machine in good working order. (Must know how
to thread yourself)
Overlocker (Optional)
Pressing Ham ( Optional)
Best Press (Optional)

SUPPLIES:

The Basic Dressmaking workshop runs every Tuesday night for 5 weeks. In this class we explore the proper techniques of measuring, tracing, and
fitting. This class is designed to give you the framework to have more confidence when making and fitting clothing for yourself. Each week you will
learn new skills and work towards completing your garment. You may have small bits of homework to complete between classes depending on the

complexity of your garment. 

Week 1 - Getting Prepared:
No sewing machine needed as we will be focusing on how to read a pattern, fabrics, needles, thread, and
picking a pattern. We will also measure and select your size before you leave. There will be patterns for you to
choose from at the shop that are user friendly and we can ensure a good outcome. 

Week 2 - Tracing:
Trace off your design and cut out your mock up fabric. Probably wont get to sewing in this class but can bring
your machine just incase. Also bring fabric you purchased for your pattern for me to check.

Week 3 - Mock-up: 
This week you will work on making your mock-up/toile garment to test the fit. We will then make alterations
to your pattern pieces and cut your nice fabric to start sewing the following week.

Week 4 - Garment Time: 
Start working on making your garment. Sewing darts, finishing seams, and lots of pressing.

Week 5 - Finishing Techniques:
Learn proper hemming and finishing techniques to give your garment a polished look.

 


